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The Jetro roof measures 750 by 550 feet. The burning membrane created a massive, fast-moving fire front.

n January 1997, units responded to a fire on the roof of a
multi-occupancy, one-story, non-combustible building that
measured 550 by 750 feet, at 101-10 Foster Avenue,
Brooklyn. On arrival, we noticed heavy, black smoke billowing down from the roof. It was the kind of smoke you expect
to see rising from a pile of burning automobile tires. The
occupants reported a fire on the roof.
Members checked for fire inside the bu ilding and found
none. A 21/2" hand-line was stretched up the aerial ladder to
the roof. The roof was larger than two footba ll fields laid end
to end . A 25- by 150-foot area of its southwest corner was
burning . The fiames leapt skyward some 15 feet above the
roof, even though they were pushed eastward by winds
gusting to 40 miles an hour.
The stream from the hand -line fell short of its mark.
More line was needed. As the first un its attempted to
adva nce the hand-line, the area in front of the wall of fire
appeared wet and then suddenly it ignited--doubling the size
of the fire area . In a short time, the roofing in front of this
new fire area looked wet, too. The fire proceeded in this
manner, leaving in its wake a scorched rooftop sporting
numerous, small spot fires--not unlike the aftermath of a
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brush fire.
The firefighters could not catch up with the advancing
roof fire. They had to settle for following beh ind it, extinguishing the small smoldering fires left behind in the fiberboard in su lation.
Although fire consumed the roofs membrane surface ,
the Q-deck roof and supporting bar joist were not compromised structura lly. There were, however, several spot fires
started inside the building , the result of tar melting , ign iting
and dripping fire onto the well-stocked shelving un its below.
The sprinkler system contained these spot fires and fin al
extinguishment was accomplished by the use of several
interior hand-lines.
Ultimately, the entire 750-foot length of roof was consumed by the wind-driven fiames. The fiames had no problem jumping a fire wall that ran the width of the roof and
extended three inches above the roof surface , but did not
jump a similar wall running lengthwise. I attribute this selective extension to the wind direction and velocity.
The roofing material, featuring the consistency of a bicycle's inner tube , was not glued down. It seemed to be stapled down and , as the wind blew, it rippled like pond water
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kind of roof when I arrived on the
scene. The even ing we spent fighting
this fire taught me that this roofing
burns quickly and--on a larg e roof-presents a monumental extinguishment problem . I decided to learn
more about the roofing material but,
unfortunately, there has not been
much written for the fire service on
the topic.
Please understand that my experience may not be typical of a fiexible
membrane roofing fire. The wind conditions undoubtedly had a dramatic
effect on the speed and direction of
extension . The size of the building
allowed for a huge fire front to develop , accompanied by tremendous
rad iant heat. My perspective on these
fires is based primarily on th is one
incident and , on this--admitted ly limited-experience, I offer the following tips
Burning EPDM membrane roof leaves behind small spot fires in the insulation.
on a breezy day. Portions of the burning roofing and insula- for firefighters encountering a membrane roof fire:
tion were ripped up by the driving wind and blown ahead of
1. Before committing firefighters to the roof, check that
the main body of fire, creating a severe brand problem. At the fire did not originate inside the building nor spread into
one point, the wind-driven brands were so plentiful that at it. Fire inside the building can affect the roof deck as well as
the roof supports.
\
ground level, it was difficult to walk facing into the wind.
Multiple alarms
were
transmitted
and tower ladders
attempted to set up
of
the
ahead
advancing fire. The
bu ilding's size, the
•
high wind and the
speed
of
the
advancing fire made
these efforts ineffectual. The fire consumed the entire
•
•
length of the roof
I within 20 minutes to
•
30 minutes of my
arrival. Video taken
from a traffic helicopter was broad cast on the even ing
news. Those who
saw that broadcast
agreed that the fire
•
looked like a gigantic brush fire. The
fire--from my per- EPDM roofing shown above has the consistency of a bicycle inner tube.
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spective as mentioned above-behaved much like a large
brush fire.
This was my first experience with rubber membrane

roofing and it was not a good one. I knew little about this
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2. Determine what kind of roof support system is und er
the roof. Is it Q-deck and bar joist or wood and joist or wood
truss? Is the fire burning down into a wooden roof deck or is
liquid fire dripping through a metal deck onto the stock
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below? If fire is found burning beneath the roof and if the
roof is supported by lightweight wood or metal truss or
wooden I beam, expect early roof fa ilure and exercise
extreme caution if committing firefighters to th e roof,
3. Try to set up large-caliber streams ahead of the fire
area , but also consider the effect the weight of the
water-applied by large-caliber streams-will have on the stability of the roof structure . To successfu lly stop and extinguish a spreading membrane roof fire , water must be put
both on the burn ing roofing, as well as on the roofing that is
being pre-heated by rad iant heat. Depending on the amount
of roofing a lready burning , th is might encompass a large
area. Tower ladders should be set up well in advance of the
spreading fire and their master streams used to flow water
onto the roof surface. If possible, set up apparatus on two or
three sides of the building . Successfu l and timely implementation of this tactic may prevent the pre-heated area
from flashing , thus stopping the fire's ad vance , but it will
require quick action as well as an early, heavy commitment
of manpower and apparatus.
If th e fire spreads as quickly as th is one did, you will be
hard-pressed to get the apparatus in position and supplied
with water in tim e to have the desired effect. Similar to a
brush fire , this fi re can pass you by as you set up your apparatus. You also must be aware that firefighters in a tower ladder ahead of the fire may be exposed to radiant heat, noxious smoke and flying brands.
4 . If burning liqu id tar is dripping into the occupancies
below, lines will be required inside to extinguish th e resu ltant
spot fires . The reach of a 2 1/2" line could be usefu l in highceiling occupancies and cooling a large area of roofing , but
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if the occupancy is large , it will require a heavy comm itment
of manpower to advance. An 13/4" line--because of its mobility--might be a better choice to extinguish interior spot fires .
If the stability of the roof is in question--either from the fire
below or from the weight of the water on the roof--placing
lines beneath the involved area might not be possib le.
5. Do not allow firefighters to operate in front of the
advancing fire front. This kind of roofing often is used on
large-area roofs and removing the roofing will be time-consuming and , as a resu lt, not practical. While removing the
roofing in front of the advancing fire could stop the spread of
fire , having firefighters work in front of th e spread ing fire
could be dangerous. Firefighters could be driven off the roof
by a rap idly spreading fire .
6. Consider the possibility that in the absence of a driving w ind , rad iant heat simultaneously might pre-heat and
ign ite th e roofing on all sides of the burning roofing and the
spread ing fire may rad iate in all d irections, rather than just
in one direction as did the Jetro fire .
7. On a Q-deck roof supported by bar joists, the roofing
might well burn , leaving the roof structure unharmed . That
was my exp erience. After the Jetro membrane roof fire , most
of the building 's occupants were open for business th e next
day. I cannot imag ine that occurring after a n extensive roof
fire in a wood jo ist bu ilding or in a building with a wooden
roof deck.
At the Jetro fire , the only occupancy to sustain substantial damage was a rag factory because the burning tar
dripped fire that burrowed into the high stacks of bund led
rags , making them d ifficu lt to extinguish . In addition , the
sprinklers thoroughly soaked the piles, causing them to
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swell and become unstable. From th at point, everyth ing you
have read about absorbent stock came in to play and turn ed
the fire into a prolonged operation . The soaked bales
pushed out an exterior wall and th e high stacks of baled
rags threatened to collapse. Extreme caution was necessary and , as a result, the operation continued into th e next
day.
8. An option to consider is letting the membrane roof
burn off, wh ile concentrating firefighting efforts on th e in side
of th e build ing and the exposures . Based solely on my one
limited exp erience, this would not affect adversely th e structura l stability of the metal deck roof supported by metal bar
joists. Despite our best efforts and five alarms, w e did not
stop th e fire spread on the roof. Letting it burn , while protecting exposures and extinguishing interior spot fires, might
be as, or more productive than , trying to extinguish a rapid ly spreading membrane roof fire. Once a large-area membrane roof becomes involved in fire, it becomes very difficult
to extinguish. While we must set up the necessary fire
streams to contain and extin guish the fire, extension to
exposures and fiying brands also must be given equal consideration .
9. Using inside lines to cool the underside of th e roof
deck w as a useful tactic at this fire . It stopped the melting
and dripping of the fiaming , tar-like adhesive. The result of
strea m application from below is described by Francis Brannigan in his book, Building Construction for the Fire Service,
third ed ition , page 302 . Figure 7-21 in the book is a photo-

graph that shows dripping tar, frozen by the application of
water from below. The stream will-in add ition to freezing the
dripping tar--cool the underside of the roof deck, reducing
the generation of fi ammab le gases.
10. The day after the fire, roofers removing the burned
fiberboard insulation found smoldering insulation wh ich ,
when pu lled up from the roof, ignited. At a recent fire involving a smaller membrane roof, smoldering insulation was
found after the conclusion of the operation . The fire that had
originated below the metal deck roof ignited th e insulation
and tar on the roof.
The membrane roofing , a type th at looks similar to traditional bu ilt-up roofing , was not a significant factor at th is
fire. The insulation continued to smolder after the fire was
extinguished . This insulation must be pulled up for some distance beyond th e obvious fire area. The fire burrows underneath and into th e insu lation , consuming the adhesive and
igniting the underside of the insulation . There, it can smolder for some time. When exposed to air, the insulation fiares
up.
In both cases, the amount of water needed to complete
extinguishment of the insu lation was minimal. Depend ing on
the size of th e roof and the area affected, pulling up the insulation may require a substantial commitment of manpower
and care must be taken not to cut the bar joists supporting
the deck.
11 . There have been reports that cutting a membrane
roof with a carbide-tipped saw will result in the blade becom-

Fire burrows underneath the charred roofing into the fiberboard insulation below.
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This EPDM roofing is held in place by metal fasteners. The membrane is not glued down and its surface will ripple in the wind.

ing gummed. I have spoken to several firefighters who have
cut such roofs and they experienced no such trouble. Their
experience was that the saw worked just fine and it was not
affected adversely by the membrane roofing .
12. A week after the Jetro membrane roof fire, roofers
repairing the damaged roof ignited the new roof as they
were torching a seam . This time, the resu lting fire did not
reach the magnitude of the previous blaze. The lack of high
winds may have been the determining factor or perhaps the
rapid notification given to the fire department by the roofers
may have made the difference.
13. The torch work required to install or repair some
flexib le membrane roofing is a common source of ignition.
We must consider the possibility that roofers may be
trapped on the roof by the fl ames. If such is the case , we
must concentrate our efforts on their protection and rescue.
Another factor to consider is the likely presence of
propane tanks and flammable adhesives on the roof. It may
be necessary to direct cooling streams on exposed tanks or
remove them to prevent tank failure and the resultant
release and ignition of the gas.
The above are suggestions, not dogma. Hopefully, testing will be done on this roofing material and from these
tests, more definitive information on what to expect will
become available to firefighters. As others gain experience
with membrane roofing , some will share their experiences
with us and we all will learn .
For add itional information on these roofs, I recommend
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reading the related portions of Francis Brannigan's book,
Building Construction for the Fire Service. Other available
information includes Tony Papoutsis' and Scott Reichenbach 's article, "Venting Single Ply Roofs ." The article can be
found in the February, 1992, issue of Fire Engineering Magazine. It describes membrane types and offers suggestions
for membrane roof ventilation.
Following is a brief description of the various kinds of
membrane roofing as described in several articles on the
subject and from information taken from the Web page of
the Single Ply Roofing Institute (SPRI) . All laud the
admirable qualities of the product, but do not address it from
a firefighting viewpoint.

Rubber membrane roofing
Trad itional commercial roofing is composed of the familiar layers of felt and rolled asphalt. They are attached to the
roof by a tar-like glue. Over the years, the roof can accumulate several layers of this roofing . This kind of roofing tends
to crack over time when exposed to intense heat and cold .
An altemative roofing material is the so-called flexible
membrane or single-ply roofing. It is composed of a single
sheet of flexible synthetic material. (Some are composed of
several factory-bonded layers.) There are a number of different kinds of membrane roofs, as well as a number of different fastening methods.
According to the Single Ply Roofing Institute, there are
three major categories of membranes and vari ations within
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each of the three stated categories. The three categories
are thermoset membrane, thermoplastic membrane and
mod ified bitumen membrane.
Thermoset Membrane--Thermoset membranes are
made from rubber polymers. The edges are overlapped and
sea led with an adhesive liquid or tape. One popular kind of
thermoset roofing membrane is ethy lene propylene diene
terpolymer or EPDM. This was the roofing we encountered
at the Jetro fire . It was similar to a large sheet of bicycle
inner tube.
EPDM initially was used as a pond liner, but was adapted for roof surfacing in the early 1970s. It stretches without
tearing and does well in extreme temperatures. It "will
remain fiexible down to -49 degrees F and resist heat up to
300 degrees F without cracking or deforming. "
Joe Bubl ick, a roofing contractor and builder in Toledo,
Ohio, describes it: "EPDM also has a good fire rating and is
available in a fire-retardant-treated version ... 1 use it on flat
roofs or low-slope roofs ... it can be covered with a wood deck
on pressure-treated sleepers, with outdoor carpet or Astroturf and even with concrete pavers ... EPDM also can be
painted ... "1 According to Mr. Bublick, the roofing comes
rolled in 20-foot widths. It is fastened with a contact cementlike adhesive. The seams are fastened with adhesive or
seam tape.
Another thermoset product is Hypalon , a synthetic rubber roofing that cures after installation. Hypalon seams are
fastened by welding.
Thermoplastic Membrane--Thermoplastic membranes
are made from plastic polymers including polyvinyl chloride
(PVC). The thermoplastic membrane seams are sealed with
heat or chemical welding. They were used as a roofing
material in Europe as early as the 1960s.
Modified Bitumen Membrane--Mod ified bitumen
membrane or "mod bit" is a melding of new and old technology. Composed of asphalt fiux, polymer modifiers and fiber
glass reinforcements, it can contain various fillers , fire-retardant add itives and surfacing , such as ceramic granules and
metal foil skins. Used in Europe since the 1950s, modified
bitumen roofing began showing up on roofs in the United
States in the mid-1970s. SPRI claims that by 1987, it could
be found on 15% of commercial roofs and that by 1995, it
was on 22%. It can be fastened--depend ing on type and
application--by mopped hot asphalt, adhesive , torching the
aspha lt and cold process adhesive, as well as self-ad he.
sive.
There are a number of ways of fastening membrane
roofing to a roof deck, including ballast, mechanical fasteners and adhesive that can be either asphalt or a water or
solvent base. Because of the variety of ways the roofing can
be fastened , it is used on many different kinds of roofs.
According to SPRI, membrane roofing is suitable for fiat,
sloped and domed roofs. It is used on industrial buildings,
airports , huge factories, small strip malls, fast food and convenience stores, schools, museums and hosp itals. I have
encountered it installed on newly constructed , flat-roofed
private dwellings. According to Buildings On-Line Magazine,
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April, 1996, issue: " .. .42% of owners with new buildings and
52% of those undertaking retrofit and re-cover projects ... "
are choosing fiexible membrane roofing.2
Although membrane roofing has been around for some
time, it is new to me and many in the fire service with whom
I have spoken. I fully expect to have more membrane roofing fires and expect others to encounter this kind of roofing
as well. Hopefully, my experience with this kind of roof will
not be the norm.

_.. the membrane roofing was slow to
ignite, but once it did, it spread across
the roof rapidly.
I have been assured by industry personnel that EPDM
has either a class B, which in tests does not propagate
fiame faster than 12 feet in 15 minutes, or an A rating , which
does not propagate fiame faster than eight feet in 15 minutes. That, however, was not my experience. The EPDM
roof fire on the Jetro building spread much faster. Nor was it
the case of another firefighter who related his experience
with a membrane roof fire to me. At this fire, fire was venting
from below the roof. He explained that the membrane roofing was slow to ignite , but once it did , it spread across the
roof rapidly.
If you have had fire experience with this kind of roofinggood or bad-I would appreciate it if you would send me a
brief description of your observations, tactics employed and
whether they were successful. I will compile th is information
and , if warranted , publish the lessons learned in a future
article. An even better idea would be for you to write your
own article, sharing what you have learned with the rest of
us.
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